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(1) The number of the upcoming round and the countdown to its start.
(2) Odds for the Place bet.
(3) Odds for the Special bets (Over/Under, Even/Odd).
(4) Odds for the Double bet.
(5) The results of the last five races

TABLE OF ODDS
Double bet. The table of odds for bet
on "double" bet - if player bet on 1-st
and 2-nd or 3rd places
Example:
The player bet on the dog under
number 4 will be winner and on the
2-nd place will be dog under number
5, then odd is x74.2 according the
table of odds. If player bet on 3-rd
place too and all dogs finished in the
same sequence, then the winning
summ x3.0
Place.
The table of odds on the "Place", this bet mean next, that if the chosen dogs
or horse finished in first three (at the 1st, 2nd or 3rd place)
Example:
Player bet on 3rd dog will finished at the 2nd place, then winning sum x2.3
according the table of odds

Special:
The table of odds on the "Special" bets - additional bets on the "Over" or
"Under" and "Odd" or "Even".
Example:
Player bet on "Over 4,5,6" and finished 5th dog, then winning summ x1.7,
according the table of odds

Race Results. Information about the results of the race is displayed on the player’s screen after
each race. According picture 4, in the race #5169 - the winner is number 7 with odds x4.5,
double - finished numbers 7 and 1 with odds x33.6 and in tripple finished
numbers 7,1,3 with odds x100.8, Place - finished number 1 with odd x3.0, number 2 odd x2.5 and
number 6 odd x6.7

Slow replay show result of the race in the player's window

BETS
Winner – Predict the runner that will finish the race first
Perfecta – Predict 2 runner numbers that will finish in 1st and 2nd place in the SPECIFIED order. To
win, the selected numbers must match the 1st and 2nd place hound number in the correct order
Trifecta – Predict 3 runner numbers that will finish in 1st, 2nd and 3rd place in the SPECIFIED order.
To win, the selected numbers must match the 1st, 2nd and 3rd place hound number in the correct
order
In first 3 - Predict the runner that will either finish 1st or 2nd and 3rd place of the race. To win, the
selected number must match the hound number that finishes either 1st or 2nd and 3rd place.
Special Bets:
For 6 dogs and horses:
Over (4, 5, 6), Under (1, 2, 3). Depending on the race, you
Put on Under (1, 2, 3) / Over (4, 5, 6) of three dogs or
Horses. The player wins if one of the selected dogs,
Horses will come running first.
For 8 dogs and horses:
Over (5, 6, 7, 8), Under (1, 2, 3, 4). Depending on the race, you
Put on Under (1, 2, 3, 4) / Over (5, 6, 7, 8) of four dogs or
horses. The player wins if one of the selected dogs,
horses will come running first.
For 6 dogs and horses:
Even (2, 4, 6), Odd (1, 3, 5). Bets on even and odd numbers of dogs
or horses. The player wins if one of the selected dogs, horses will
come running first.
For 6 dogs and horses:
Even (2, 4, 6, 8), Odd (1, 3, 5, 7). Bets on even and odd numbers of dogs
or horses. The player wins if one of the selected dogs, horses will
come running first.
Quicktips. If specific participants are not so important for you then you can use the “Quicktips” mode,
and the system will make a random choice

HOW TO PLAY RACING BET
Step 1. Choose the race type of race you want to bet on: Dogs 6, Dogs 8, Horses 6 or Horses 8.
Step 2. Choose the type of bet you want to make.
Step 3. Select the bet amount.
Step 4. Pay the money
Step 5. Take your ticket from the cashier

